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HOW TO TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR BOND 
MARKET RETURNS WITHOUT SACRIFICING 
DOWNSIDE PROTECTION

IN THIS PAPER: In today’s environment, fixed-income investors who want the best of both worlds—
solid, reliable income with the stability that comes from limited downside risk to capital—may seem to 
be asking for the moon. These goals are achievable, however, for those who are willing to take a fresh 
approach to bond investing.
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Most investors are looking to achieve two goals with their fixed-income 
investments: income and stability. They want enough money to meet their 
needs, and they also want the supply of that money to be as reliable as 
possible. In other words, they want a reasonable level of income and, at the 
same time, wish to preserve as much capital as possible.

This is particularly important for retirees, who often depend on a fixed- 
income portfolio as their primary source of income but who also need to 
make their money last through the market’s ups and downs over what might 
turn out to be a longer-than-expected life span.

While these goals are clear, they are also contradictory. The first is about 
spending money; the second is about saving money. Indeed, investing for 
income and investing for capital preservation involve different risk/return 
characteristics.

They are so different, in fact, that investors routinely think of these 
investment goals separately, and may assign the income and stability 
portions of their fixed-income portfolios to different managers, depending 
on the managers’ relative skill in those areas.

We think this is a risky approach that could result in investors missing 
important opportunities to improve both the income and stability 
characteristics of their portfolios.

The key, in our view, is to pursue these investment goals together rather 
than separately, in a dynamic and balanced way that maximises the scope 
for earning returns and managing risk.

COMBINING TWO GOALS INTO ONE
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RETHINKING OLD IDEAS
Australian fixed-income investors face a challenge: there simply 
aren’t enough investments in the domestic market today offering 
a reasonable balance between risk and return. As Display 1 
shows, the Australian fixed-income market tends to be weighted 
at one end by low-risk, low-return investments and at the other 
by high-risk, high-return investments. There is little, if anything, 
in between (while corporate bonds exist in Australia, they tend to 
have relatively short maturities and are issued mainly by banks). 
This scarcity of investment options could cause investors to take 
imprudent risks.

For example, low interest rates create a big dilemma for investors. 
With the Reserve Bank of Australia cash rate at a historic low of 

1.5% and government bond yields having fallen sharply in recent 
years, some investors may be tempted to choose risky bank 
debt-equity hybrids to generate income.

To find a new way forward, we need to consider how some of the 
traditional thinking about fixed-income investing has changed in 
recent years.

Most investors are aware that bonds are in general and in most 
situations negatively correlated to equities: that is, when the stock 
market falls, the bond market rises, and vice versa.

Based on this view, a fixed-income allocation in a portfolio can 
provide diversification, risk mitigation and a smoother pattern of 
overall returns to help preserve wealth.

DISPLAY 1: RISKS OF AN UNBALANCED APPROACH TO FIXED-INCOME INVESTING
Australian Fixed-Income Risk/Return Spectrum
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Since the global financial crisis, however, investors have faced a 
new reality: central banks in major developed countries have been 
buying bonds to inject liquidity into their financial systems and to 
help support their economies and financial markets (Display 2).

Consequently, government bond yields have fallen to historically 
low levels relative to yields available in equity markets. For investors 
seeking higher yields than those on government bonds but without 
increasing their exposure to equities, a logical solution has been 
to reduce their government bond holdings in favour of corporate 
bonds, or credit. In doing this, Australian investors need to consider 
the fact that the local corporate bond market is relatively small and 
concentrated, dominated by banks and other financial firms that 
together account for 40% of the market (Display 3). This might 
become a source of volatility, should the banking system come 
under pressure, and might work against the stability provided by 
the government bond component of the portfolio. 

What’s needed is a better balance between the stability part of the 
portfolio (or government bonds) and the income part (or credit). 
Getting that balance right will help an investor manage downside 
risk while earning returns above those of government bonds.

DISPLAY 3: FINANCIALS DOMINATE AUSTRALIAN CREDIT
Sector Composition of Australian Corporate Bond Market
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DISPLAY 2: CENTRAL BANK BOND PURCHASES—A CHANGE IN THE MARKET LANDSCAPE
Growth in Central Bank Balance Sheets (USD Billions)
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How can this balance be achieved? The answer is to take a fresh 
look at bond investing, from the ground up. In Australia, this means 
looking for alternatives to the small size and concentration of the 
market, the limited range of available products, and their tendency 
to cluster at the extremes of low return and high risk. Globally, it 
means shrugging off the constraints imposed by benchmarks and 
by a focus on investing in certain regions or market sectors.

It’s also helpful to think differently about asset allocation. Bonds 
and fixed-income investments have typically been used to 
mitigate risk in diversified portfolios, with their share of a portfolio 
depending on the investor’s risk profile. But the world has changed. 

As mentioned earlier, central bank purchases of bonds have made 
it harder to predict how bonds and equities will behave in relation 
to each other. This uncertainty is likely to continue as central banks 
unwind their bond holdings as their economies improve.

In today’s market, therefore, traditional allocation has become 
a constraint. It won’t help achieve the right balance between 
income and stability—and may even do harm. Today, we suggest 
that investors approach asset allocation differently, by looking for 
income and stability opportunities within each asset class and for 
the best balance between them (Display 4).

Going global is the first 
step to finding balance.

DISPLAY 4: RETHINKING ASSET ALLOCATION FOR TODAY’S ENVIRONMENT
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FOUR KEY PRINCIPLES
Investors can achieve better balance between income and stability 
by following four basic investment principles:

 + Global—invest across all geographies to take advantage of 
income-generating opportunities while also managing risk.

 + Multi-sector—invest across all bond market sectors, particularly 
where it’s possible to balance risk and return (for example, by 
exploiting the interplay between credit and interest rates).

 + Unconstrained—don’t be tied to market-weighted bond market 
indices, which are usually highly exposed to the most indebted 
borrowers and thereby represent a credit risk.

 + Active—active strategies are better equipped to find income- 
return opportunities and manage risk—including downside 
risk—when markets fall.

Going global is the first step to finding balance.

EXPANDING YOUR HORIZONS GLOBALLY...
We don’t think that investors should restrict themselves to their 
domestic markets, especially in countries like Australia, where the 
bond markets offer only very limited opportunities.

Display 5 explains why. It shows the annual return for government 
bonds in several countries hedged back to Australian dollars 

DISPLAY 5: GO GLOBAL, BECAUSE NO ONE COUNTRY WINS ALL THE TIME…
AUD Hedged
Fixed-Income Country Returns (Percent)
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for each calendar year going back to 2009. Clearly, no country 
wins all the time: Australia, for example, hasn’t appeared among 
the top performers since 2009, and it finished last in 2015. In 
fact, on average, a global basket of countries typically beats the 
Australian market, and with lower volatility.

Generally, countries tend to be at different points of the economic 
and interest-rate cycles at any given time. If Australian yields rise, 
for example, investors will be better off owning bonds in markets 
that have already been through that part of the cycle.

Performance leadership 
among sectors changes 

every year.

DISPLAY 6: …AND MULTI-SECTOR, BECAUSE NO BOND SECTOR LEADS ALL THE TIME
AUD Hedged
Annual Returns (Percent)
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Embracing global opportunities gives investors a chance to own 
the best-performing markets each year and lower their sensitivity 
to their own domestic interest-rate cycle.

...AND ACROSS MARKET SECTORS 
The same principle applies to fixed-income sectors. Diversifying 
by sector provides a larger opportunity set that helps investors 
reduce risk because performance leadership among sectors 
routinely changes.

The reasons for choosing different sectors can be quite nuanced. 
Within emerging markets, for example, investors can hold local- 
currency bonds or hard-currency—that is, US-dollar—bonds. Yet the 
performance of these different subsets can vary quite markedly. As 
Display 6, page 5, shows, emerging-market US-dollar bonds were at 
the top of the pack in 2012 but fell to the bottom the following year.

The correlation between different sectors can be important, too. 
For example, emerging-market bonds and high-yield securities 
in developed markets were quite highly correlated until the “taper 

tantrum” of 2013. They were less so after this episode, creating the 
potential for emerging-market bonds to outperform developed-
market high-yield securities at certain points in the market 
cycle, and for the reverse to be true at other times. Such cyclical 
variances create opportunities for active investors.

NO CONSTRAINTS MEANS BETTER BALANCE
Adding global, unconstrained strategies to fixed-income 
allocations can provide two key benefits for Australian investors: 
liquidity and diversification.

These come from the sheer size and depth of the global market, 
which, in Australian dollars, is capitalised at more than $68.5 
trillion compared to the $1 trillion on issue in the domestic market. 
Diversification isn’t just limited to the sheer volume of the global 
market relative to the domestic one or the number of additional 
securities: there are also more types of securities available 
globally, as shown in the right-hand chart in Display 7. The 
Australian market offers government bonds, government- related 

DISPLAY 7: GLOBAL OPPORTUNITIES ARE BIGGER AND MORE DIVERSE
Relative Size of Global Market Opportunity Set
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debt, investment-grade corporates, asset-backed securities 
and covered bonds. But the global market also offers high-yield 
corporates and emerging-market securities.

More choice and more opportunity means more potential to 
achieve a better balance between income and stability in the global 
markets than in Australia.

Bond market benchmarks are another constraint worth avoiding.

In the past, investors have often accessed global multi-sector 
opportunities by investing in a portfolio that tracks the Bloomberg 
Barclays Global Aggregate Bond Index. This made sense 10 
years ago when passive and constrained strategies created an 
attractive blend of credit and interest-rate risk. But not anymore. 
The yield on that popular benchmark has fallen from 4.5% to less 
than 1.5% over the past 10 years.

What’s worrisome is that at the same time, the duration, a measure 
of sensitivity to interest rates, has increased from a little over five 
years to nearly seven years. In other words, this strategy is now 
taking on 40% more interest-rate risk than 10 years ago, but with 
only one-third of the yield (Display 8).

The duration issue can be overcome. By combining credit risk 
and duration risk while abandoning the traditional benchmark 
approach, it’s still possible to create a balanced fixed-income 
strategy that achieves a set level of income while providing a 
smoother ride.

The secret to doing this is to combine investments in income and 
stability assets in a single portfolio on a single platform, and to 
adjust the balance as warranted. This strategy works well because 
each component tends to take turns outperforming the other. Their 
income streams are usually negatively correlated. This can be 

DISPLAY 8: BOND BENCHMARKS SEE RATE RISKS CLIMB AND YIELDS DROP
Change in Relationship Between Benchmark Duration and Yield
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interest rates and credit.
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seen clearly in Display 9, which uses US Treasuries as a proxy for 
interest-rate risk and US high yield as a proxy for credit risk.

Investors who pair the two in one portfolio are in a better position 
to manage the constant interplay between interest-rate and 
credit risk.

Let’s look at how this works in practice.

TARGETING RETURNS DYNAMICALLY
Investors can rebalance their portfolios periodically by selling the 
outperformers on one side and buying the underperformers on 
the other. When this is done properly, the price fluctuations can 
offset each other, leaving investors with the coupon income. This 
helps reduce drawdown risk while maintaining a steady stream 
of income.

A combination of active security selection and dynamic portfolio 
management can make it easier to target and achieve a desired 

level of income—such as 1% or 2% above the cash rate, for 
example. By contrast, many diversified bond strategies tend 
to run high credit risk in the income-generating part of their 
portfolios. We think it’s more important to emphasise the 
interplay between credit and interest rates to achieve a better 
balance between income and stability.

THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS
Australian fixed-income sectors are extremely polarised in terms 
of risk and opportunity. For investors who want stability, cash and 
term deposits offer very low volatility but also very low returns. 
Government bonds offer medium volatility and low returns.

For income-seeking investors, debt-equity hybrids and high-yield 
securities offer higher returns, but with higher volatility. None of 
these sectors offers medium returns with medium volatility.

A balanced approach can 
provide steady income with 

reduced drawdown risk.

DISPLAY 9: ACHIEVING BALANCE BY MANAGING SECTORS AGAINST EACH OTHER
Treasuries vs. High Yield 12-Month Rolling Correlation of High-Yield Excess Return  
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In other words, there’s nothing occupying the middle ground and 
offering a more balanced relationship between risk and return. 
And this is a big problem for investors in today’s market conditions, 
which are both low return and prone to bouts of volatility.

In this environment, investors unwilling to take any credit risk 
potentially restrict themselves to a relatively low-return outcome. 
However, investors who pile into bank hybrids, with more attractive 
yields, expose themselves to much higher drawdown risk and a 
much higher correlation to equities.

We believe, however, that Australian investors can overcome 
these challenges by pursuing their income and stability goals 
through a single, integrated strategy which is global, multi-sector, 
unconstrained and active.

Going global can give them a chance to own the top-performing 
market each year and reduce their exposure to domestic 
interest-rate risk.

Being multi-sector also increases their scope to generate returns and 
manage risk by exploiting opportunities across sectors (for example, 

the relationship between credit and interest rates) and within sectors 
(the interplay between investment-grade and high-yield credit).

Casting off constraints such as market benchmarks increases 
portfolio liquidity and diversification as well as the potential to 
create a better balance between income and stability.

Being active includes rebalancing portfolios by selling outper-
formers and buying underperformers, so that price fluctuations 
can offset each other (reducing drawdown risk) but total coupon 
payments remain broadly unchanged (maintaining steady income).

This “middle of the road” approach (Display 10) is less risky than 
strategies that aim to provide income by focusing mainly or purely 
on high-yield securities. And by having a balanced approach to 
fixed-income investing, investors can aim to have the best of both 
worlds—attractive income and consistent stability.

Going global and unconstrained, in our view, can help Australian 
investors reach beyond the opportunities available in the domestic 
market and enjoy much better overall performance from their 
fixed-income investments.

DISPLAY 10: INCOME AND STABILITY—THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS
Augmented Australian and Global Fixed-Income Risk/Return Spectrum
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